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Travis Scott is a father and a husband who works full-time in dental sales. In his limited 
spare time he’s been able to build up his Amazon FBA business to $25,000 in profit for 
the first 6 months of 2015.  

That’s impressive growth, considering he was at $500 a month when he wrote this 
guest post on Side Hustle Nation last year. Travis blogs at StuffParentsLike.com, where 
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he has a free guide on how to get started with this side hustle when you join his 
newsletter. 

I was excited for this episode since I’ve been experimenting with the clearance arbitrage 
business a little myself the past month or two.  

If you're not familiar with how this business works, basically it's a game of "buy low, sell 

high," only amplified because Amazon takes care of the selling and shipping for you. 

You find items on clearance locally, and send them off in bulk to Amazon. This is one of 

the absolute cheapest side hustles to get started. (I started completely for free, not 

including the "inventory" I bought on my first sourcing trips.) 

A Week in the Life of a Bargain Hunter 

Travis explained that he has a lot of travel all across the state (Ohio in his case) for his 
day job, but tries to allow for 30-45 minutes of shopping time in between appointments. 

Then, at the end of the week, he and his wife will scan all the items into the Amazon 
Seller system, package them up, and label them to be shipped off to the Amazon 
warehouses. “We usually do it while binging on Netflix,” he added. 

You want to send items in quickly because prices may drop over time if you allow 
inventory to sit around and collect dust in your garage. 

Where to Find the Best Deals? 

Travis mentioned his favorite “sourcing” spot is Marc’s, a chain of discount stores in 
Ohio, but says similar stores operate all across the country. 

Other spots he’s found success include Walmart, Office Depot / Office Max, Radio 
Shack, and Sears. 

This year, a lot of the local Radio Shacks were going out of business so he made the 
strategic move to focus his energy there and ended up having his best month ever with 
over $7000 in profit. 

He gave the examples of a couple items on clearance at Sears; a stereo selling for $6 
or $7 that was worth 10x that online, and a home brewing kit for $5 that sold for $55 on 
Amazon. 

So far I’ve mainly focused on Walmart, Target, and Walgreens, but have also bought 
items at Babies ‘R Us, Best Buy, and Office Depot.   
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Tools of the Trade 

While I’m using the free Amazon Seller app (iTunes | Android), Travis is using an app 
called Profit Bandit that costs $9.99 a month. 

One of those scanning apps and a free Amazon seller account is literally all you need to 
get started. You can upgrade to a Professional Amazon seller account later ($39.99 per 
month) and enjoy lower per-item fees. 

As your business grows, you might consider investing in two other tools. The first is a 
software system called Inventory Lab that helps track your purchase prices and 
projected profit per item. It’s a $49 monthly membership (mis-spoke on the podcast as 
$39.95). 

And the second is a USB barcode scanner that makes it faster to input inventory into 
either Amazon’s or Inventory Lab’s system. 

Buying Criteria 

In most cases, Travis aims for a 100% ROI, meaning he’ll double his money. Buy 
something for $10 and earn $20 after Amazon’s selling fees. 

This is a little different than my initial strategy of buying things that looked like they had 
a $5 or $10 margin between my buy price and my net Amazon proceeds. I think I’ll need 
to be a little more selective with my purchases going forward. (There’s a lot more risk in 
buying a $99 thing hoping to make $109 from it, than there is buying a $9 thing hoping 
to make $19 from it.) 

If an item is a hot-seller (as indicated by the Amazon sales rank in its category), Travis 
will settle for a 35-50% margin because he knows it will sell quickly. In most categories, 
look for a sales rank 100,000 or lower.  

What NOT to Buy 

I asked Travis what stops him from making a purchase if the numbers look good.  

First, a poor sales rank. If the app doesn’t show ANY sales rank at all, that generally 
means the item isn’t very popular and might sit around in inventory for a long time. If 
you can afford to tie up capital and it’s a really good deal, you can still go for it, but just 
understand that risk. 

Second, poor packaging. I rejected a couple items that otherwise looked good 
numbers-wise because the packaging was so beat up it would be hard for any seller to 
look a buyer in the face and call it “new.” Travis agreed with that, after having been 
burned with a negative review for damaged packaging. 
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Surprisingly, negative reviews don’t come into play. I got cold feet on an item that 
seemed popular but had crappy customer ratings. Travis said if the sales rank is under 
50,000 he’ll buy it no matter how bad the reviews are. Somebody’s still buying!  

Gated Categories 

Some categories on Amazon (Health and Beauty, and Food, for example) aren’t open to 
new sellers. In those cases you have to have a Professional seller account in good 
standing (be open for a few months), and request access to sell in those categories. I’ve 
been bummed out a few times finding a good deal only to have the app let me know I 
was unable to sell it! 

Scaling this Business Up 

One of my biggest frustrations with my Amazon shopping so far is it feels like a needle 
in the haystack. And I’m not adding any of my unique skills to it – literally anyone with a 
smartphone could do this. To me that indicates the opportunity won’t last forever. 

Travis agreed and noted that he could probably take this side hustle to $10-12k per 
month just on his current arbitrage strategies given more hours in the week to devote to 
it, but wouldn’t be comfortable quitting his job to do this full-time. 

Instead, his next step is to begin importing products of his own and potentially private 
labeling them, as Andy Slamans described on the most popular episode of The Side 
Hustle Show to-date. 

If you want to learn more about the importing business, the process I ’m (slowly) 
following along with is the one laid out by Will and Kyle from StartupBros. (I just ordered 
my first import sample products this month!) 

Will is actually hosting a free live/recorded training for Side Hustle Nation on the topic of 
building your import empire. You can catch it live on July 30th or catch the replay here: 

>>> http://www.sidehustlenation.com/import <<< 

 

Travis’ #1 tip for Side Hustle Nation 

“Buy low, sell high.” 

More Info: 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/125 
 StuffParentsLike.com 
 Twitter.com/StufParentsLike 
 Check the show notes link above for a discount deal on Travis’ Udemy course on 

getting started with Amazon FBA. 
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Until next time! 

-Nick 


